Nine Are Initiated In Pi Kappa Delta

Nine students were initiated into Pi Kappa Delta. The initiation took place on Thursday, May 27, at 8 P.M. in the Union Building, Room 103. The students were advised that they should be prepared to take on the responsibilities of membership in Pi Kappa Delta with dedication and commitment to its goals and objectives.
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As Others See Us

The Voice Of The Visiting Student

I have been trying to write about Southern Illinois University and its students. It is a challenge because every time I sit down to write, my mind goes blank. I don't know where to start or what to say. I don't know how to capture the essence of the place and the people. I don't know how to convey the feeling of being here, the feeling of belonging.

But I know I need to write about it, because it is where I am and it is where I am going. It is where I find my voice and my perspective. It is where I find my identity.

I don't know if I will ever be able to put it all into words. But I am going to try. I am going to try to write about the beauty of this place, the beauty of this university, the beauty of these students. I am going to try to write about their struggles, their successes, their dreams. I am going to try to write about their stories, their voices, their perspectives.

I am going to try to write about the power of this place and the power of these students. I am going to try to write about the impact they have on the world, the impact they have on me. I am going to try to write about the hope they give me, the hope they inspire in me.

I am going to try to write about the magic of this place and the magic of these students. I am going to try to write about the wonder they inspire in me, the wonder they inspire in me.

I am going to try to write about the beauty of this place and the beauty of these students. I am going to try to write about their stories, their voices, their perspectives. I am going to try to write about the power of this place and the power of these students. I am going to try to write about the impact they have on the world, the impact they have on me. I am going to try to write about the hope they give me, the hope they inspire in me.

I am going to try to write about the magic of this place and the magic of these students. I am going to try to write about the wonder they inspire in me, the wonder they inspire in me.
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DOWNEY-FLAKE DONUTS

DIFFERENT FLAVORS SOLD BY THE DOZEN

SPECIAL TO SORORITIES AND FRATERNITIES

Downey Flake Shop

203 W. MAIN ST.
Carbondale, Ill.

Look to your future!

There's no finer cigarette than Chesterfield. I know, it's my brand.

Rita Hayworth, as "The Lady from Shanghai," a Columbia Production

WHY...I smoke Chesterfield.

(From a Screen Testimony of Prominent Tobacco Marketers)

I have done business with Liggett & Myers for over 40 years. They buy the best crops in the house at the auctions. I consider a Chesterfield smoker.

Allan J. Gilmour

Exhibitor, St. Paul, Minn.

CHAS EVERETT

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD

ALWAYS BUY CHESTERFIELD

THEDOS.

I smoke Chesterfield. I think they are the best cigarette made.

W. J. Booth

Director, Tobacco Research Laboratories.
Maroons Dubbed 9-2 By Eastern in League Finale

Western Wins IIAC Baseball Title; Southern Fourth

Making excellent use of all their opportunities, the Eastern University team scored 28 runs in their two previous games against Missouri Western, 8-7, and Illinois Wesleyan, 20-1, in a 9-0 victory over Southern's Maroons in a hard-fought match at Champaign last Saturday.

The 8-7 run was the result of several key plays by Eastern's second baseman, who recorded four runs on a hit and a double, a sacrifice fly, and a single. Western's second baseman, who also recorded four runs, was doubled off Cany (Lucas) and Bill Solomon, while Eastern's second baseman, who recorded four runs, was doubled off Cany (Lucas) and Bill Solomon. A double play by Eastern's second baseman, who recorded four runs, was doubled off Cany (Lucas) and Bill Solomon.

The 20-1 run was the result of several key plays by Eastern's second baseman, who recorded four runs on a hit and a double, a sacrifice fly, and a single. Western's second baseman, who also recorded four runs, was doubled off Cany (Lucas) and Bill Solomon. A double play by Eastern's second baseman, who recorded four runs, was doubled off Cany (Lucas) and Bill Solomon.

Fourth In Red

Marion Moore of Marion, starting pitcher for the Eastern, was credited for the run scored in the second inning of a match between Eastern and Southern on Saturday, March 11. Western lost 1-0 to the Eastern in a hard-fought match at Champaign last Saturday.

Egan finished the inning with four runs on four hits. The Penguins batted two runs in the inning and scored another run, which gave the Penguins a 3-0 lead. In the next inning, Eastern scored two runs on three hits to cut the lead to 3-2. However, in the bottom of the third inning, Western scored three runs on four hits to take a 5-3 lead. The Penguins scored two more runs in the fourth inning to extend their lead to 7-3. In the fifth inning, Eastern scored two runs on two hits to cut the lead to 7-5. However, in the sixth inning, Western scored three runs on three hits to take an 11-5 lead. In the seventh inning, Eastern scored two runs on two hits to cut the lead to 11-7. However, in the eighth inning, Western scored three runs on three hits to take a 14-7 lead. In the ninth inning, Eastern scored two runs on two hits to cut the lead to 14-9.

Maroon Notes

Sophomore quarterback of the Maroons noted that the Maroons' offense is coming together well. He said that the team is working hard to improve their passing game and that they are making good progress.

Cubbi Busy In Last Days Here

The most probable active person on the campus these days is Lee Cubbi, a sophomore in the City. In addition to his campus activities, he is a Ford dealer, a movie producer, and an avid golfer. He has been one of the Maroons' all-time greatest personalities for the past four years, and has been involved in numerous activities both on and off campus during his four years here.

Cubbi has been a part of the Maroons' football team as a quarterback and running back, and has been heavily involved in the campus social scene as well. He is known for his exuberant personality and his love of fun. He has been a major presence on campus for the past four years, and has been one of the most popular students in the Maroons' history.

Sigma Belas Edge K.D.A. In Track Meet

Sigma Belas, a track club on the campus, won the recent track meet against K.D.A. The meet was held on Saturday, March 12, and the Sigma Belas team was able to defeat K.D.A. by a score of 15-12. The meet was held on the track at the Sigma Belas campus in Urbana, Illinois.

Sports Profiles

By John Delneme

On a recent visit to the Southern Illinois University, I was able to attend a practice session of the Southern Illinois University football team. The team was led by Coach Joe Smith, who is in his second year as coach of the team.

Coach Smith is a former player for the Southern Illinois University football team. He has been coaching for the past five years, and has been successful in improving the team's record over the past few years. He is known for his hard-nosed approach to coaching and his ability to motivate his players. He is also known for his ability to create a winning culture on the team.

The team is made up of players from a variety of backgrounds and experiences. They have been successful in recruiting players from across the country, and have been able to build a team that is competitive on the field. The team is led by senior quarterback John Smith, who is a key player for the team. He is known for his ability to throw the ball accurately and for his ability to run the offense.

The team has been successful in recent years, and has been a team that is respected by other coaches and teams in the conference. They have been successful in winning games and in improving their record over the past few years. They have been successful in recruiting players and in building a team that is competitive on the field. They have been successful in winning games and in improving their record over the past few years.

The team has been successful in recent years, and has been a team that is respected by other coaches and teams in the conference. They have been successful in winning games and in improving their record over the past few years. They have been successful in recruiting players and in building a team that is competitive on the field. They have been successful in winning games and in improving their record over the past few years. They have been successful in recruiting players and in building a team that is competitive on the field. They have been successful in winning games and in improving their record over the past few years.